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Christopher Lee Appointed Pittsburgh Shareholder-in-Charge
Dickie McCamey announced that Christopher T. Lee, Esq. has been named
as the inaugural Shareholder-in-Charge of its Pittsburgh office.
Mr. Lee’s appointment to this position will allow Jeffrey T. Wiley, Esq., the
firm’s Managing Director, the opportunity to dedicate all of his time to firm-wide
responsibilities.
“Chris has emerged as an effective leader in all aspects of our home office
operations,” Mr. Wiley said. “His fulfillment of this role is a welcome by-product
of our success.”
As the legal climate has become increasingly competitive, Dickie McCamey
has experienced organic, positive growth and expanded to 15 offices in nine
states. A Los Angeles office was opened last month.
“Our model is, and has been for decades, grounded in collaboration among
our lawyers and staff with a singular focus: providing legal services in a
manner that is a value added proposition for our clients,” Mr. Wiley said. “Every aspect of our practice, from rates, to
staffing and the way in which our lawyers are rewarded, is focused on this principle.”
Mr. Lee will continue to practice full time as Chair of the firm’s Food and Beverage Industry Group. In that
capacity, he has served as counsel to some of the nation’s largest producers and retailers of food products in a
variety of capacities, including the defense of national foodborne illness outbreaks and class actions.
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About Dickie, McCamey & Chilcote, P.C.
Dickie, McCamey & Chilcote, P.C. is a nationally-recognized law firm providing comprehensive legal expertise in a
multitude of practice areas. Headquartered in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, and founded more than 100 years ago, the
firm serves industry-leading clients across the country from offices throughout the mid-Atlantic region in
Pennsylvania, Delaware, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina, Ohio, South Carolina, and West Virginia, and the
Southwestern region in California. For more information: 800-243-5412 or www.dmclaw.com.
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